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Is your community management software taking up 
more of your time rather than saving it? Do you spend 
hours switching back and forth between numerous tools 
to get your job done? 

Software should simplify your life, not complicate it. If 
software is becoming a headache rather than a lifesaver, 
you’re using the wrong solution. If you’re running into any 
of the following issues, it’s a good sign it’s time for an 
upgrade.

01 —  Your website looks 
like it’s from 1997.

02 —  Your residents 
can’t serve themselves.

03 —  You don’t offer a 
mobile-friendly experience.

04 —  You’re managing 
far too many tools.

05 —  Your tools don’t 
play nicely together.

06 —  You’re limited to 
accepting paper checks.

07 —  You simply have a 
resident engagement tool.

A QUICK LOOK



 01

Your website is extremely outdated.

Residents have come to expect a modern, user-friendly website that displays well on the 
device they’re using. That means you must have a responsive website, or a website that 
automatically adjusts to the user’s screen size. This ensures website visitors will have a 
great experience whether they arrive on an iPhone or a laptop. Did you know responsive 
sites are also important to Google? The search giant began ranking sites that aren’t 
mobile-friendly lower in the search results.

 02

Your residents can’t serve themselves.

Think of all the tasks residents reach out to your team for on a daily basis. Does your 
software allow residents to submit work orders, architectural change requests, visitor 
passes, and amenity bookings on their own? It should. Taking these tasks digital will 
create efficiencies for your staff, reducing manual work and back-and-forth conversations 
with residents. Plus, it ensures these requests never fall through the cracks as both 
residents and community managers can check the current status in real-time.



 03

You don’t offer a  
mobile-friendly experience.

Residents and community managers are constantly on the go. Is your software 
accessible and easy to use on smartphones? Having software that’s available as 
an Android and iOS app allows your team to stay connected with each community, 
ensuring everything runs smoothly even when they’re not on the property. Apps also 
fit in with your resident’s mobile lifestyle, allowing them to submit requests, make 
payments, and communicate with your team from anywhere with a tap of a finger.

 04

You’re managing far too many tools.

It’s not uncommon for property management companies to use five to six different 
solutions to manage their communities. That’s far too many. Switching back and 
forth between tools, forgetting passwords, and managing multiple directories creates 
unnecessary inefficiencies. Save time, and your team’s sanity, by implementing an  
all-in-one community management tool.



 05

Your tools don’t play nicely together.

All-in-one doesn’t have to mean your software handles every aspect of running your 
business. It can also mean that the solution integrates with any accounting provider or 
hardware, allowing you manage everything from one spot. Stop duplicating work and 
find a solution that either handles the tasks you need help with, or properly integrates 
with another tool that does.

 06

You’re limited to  
accepting paper checks.

If you’re spending hours reconciling paper checks and manually following up with 
residents for payments each month, there’s a better way to do business. Checks are 
outdated, waste paper, and a pain for residents to send each month. Plus, payment 
coupons are a source of hidden costs due to the expenses associated with printing, 
stamps, and mailing. Find a solution that offers in-app dues and fees payments, 
allowing your residents to make mobile payments with the tap of a finger, and your 
team to spend time improving the community rather than manually reconciling 
checks and coupons each month.



 07

You simply have a  
resident engagement tool.

Several software providers promote themselves as a resident communication or 
engagement tool. To run a thriving a community, you need a solution that does far more 
than allow you to keep your residents in the loop. Concierge services, credentialed 
access, community security, resident payments, and visitor management capabilities are 
just a few of the features you need in a comprehensive software that will allow you to 
serve any community, large or small, and grow your portfolio.

After reading this, do you feel like you’re in need of a 
software upgrade? Schedule your demo to learn more 
about how FRONTSTEPS can transform the way your 
team manages your portfolio.

SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO

http://go.frontsteps.com/FRONTSTEPS_Demo.html

